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INTRODUCTION
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Thanks for making Captain Coconut 2 part of your guitar effects setup.
Please take the time to read this manual thoroughly, it’s packed with tons of
information and advice for getting the best sounds from what could be the
coolest multi-effects unit ever created...

Captain Coconut 2

I came up with the concept of Captain Coconut back in 1992. The idea was
to make a single rack mount unit that brought together my three favorite
effects - the FuzzFace, the Octavia, and the Univibe. Being an electronics
maven, I thought it would be good to add my favorite modifications and
design/construction techniques, instead of just lumping them into one box.
The mods included adding more flexibility to both the Vibe and Fuzz circuits,
along with using hand selected germanium parts (for the Fuzz and Octave)
and super wide range photo cells which are matched for consistent results.
I built this rack-mounted multi-effects box and kept it in my set up for years.
It employed a single power supply and audio relays for remote, true-bypass
signal switching. Years rolled by, and one day I was looking at my Fuzz Vibe - Octave unit and it occurred to me that a lot of guitarists might be into
something like this. So I decided to create a stomp box that had these three
effects, with all my modifications and tweaks. I wanted to give it a groovy
name, so I decided on Captain Coconut, the title of last song on the Hendrix
album “Crash Landing”. I started designing it in the fall of 1999, put it on
the side for a while, and then finished it up in the Summer of 2000. Captain
Coconut production started in August, 2000.
After almost a year of producing Captain Coconuts, I decided to do a redesign that would incorporate a new look and some new features - Captain
Coconut 2. The new box is made from heavy gauge steel, the Provibe has a
new feature - ECS (Envelope Controlled Speed). The Provibe speed can be
controlled by a regular expression pedal, instead of a custom modified volume pedal, the Fuzz circuit can be swapped using the new “FuzzCard” modular approach to Fuzz, and the default order of effects is Octave>Fuzz>Vibe.
To find our more about the original Captain Coconut, and other products
from Foxrox Electronics, visit the web site www.foxroxelectronics.com.
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Technical Information
Dimensions:
Width = 10 1/8” Depth = 6 1/2” Height = 3”
When planning space on a pedal board, add 1” to the depth if you’re using
right angle plugs, add 2” if you’re using straight plugs. Also, the Height
measurement of 3” represents the overall height, from the bottom of the rubber feet to the top of the knobs. If you plan on removing the rubber feet for
mounting purposes, subtract 1/2”.
Weight:
4 1/2 Lbs.
Current draw:
Based on 9 Volts AC - Absolute maximum (with Provibe Center control turned
up full, all three effects activated) - 429 mA. Typical current draw during normal operation - 200 mA.
Switching:
All signal switching is done with 12 volt DC audio relays. The relays are
located in very close proximity to the Input & Output jacks, keeping signal
runs to a minimum. The relays are set up in a TRUE BYPASS configuration in
which the effect’s input connects are grounded when not in use. The three
foot switches are used to provide a ground path for the relay switching coils.
This means that no audio passes through the foot switches, just a control
voltage, which also passes through the status indicator LED’s causing them to
illuminate. Captain Coconut 2 can easily be modified for remote switching.
A rack-mounted version of Captain Coconut 2 is also available. Contact
Foxrox Electronics for more information.
Chassis metal:
Cold-rolled steel, powder coated and silk screened. Enclosure top: 16
gauge, enclosure base: 14 gauge.

Enjoy your new Captain Coconut 2, and if you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me at davefox@foxroxelectronics.com.
Dave Fox
8/18/01
p. 3
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Captain Coconut 2 has no shortage of knobs, switches and jacks. Here is a
run down of what each one does. For more information, keep reading this
manual. Everything is covered in depth.
1. 9VAC INPUT - Captain coconut requires a supply voltage of 9 Volts AC not to be confused with 9 Volts DC (which is what you get from a 9 Volt battery). Great care has been taken to design a power supply circuit that adequately satisfies Captain Coconut's unique power requirements without creating audible hum. For starters, the Octave section requires a super-clean negative 9 VDC supply, in the case of the FuzzCard, the Fuzz circuit could
require either +9 VDC or -9 VDC. The Provibe runs on +15 VDC, which
offers additional headroom over units that run on a lower voltage. Lastly, the
signal switching relays run on +12VDC, drawing a healthy amount of current. All voltages are heavily filtered and regulated for consistent performance. The 9 Volt, AC adapter included with Captain Coconut 2 is rated for 1
Amp and uses a 2.5mm barrel connector. It can be replaced by Mouser Part
#412-209053.
2. SPEED JACK - This 1/4” TRS jack is used to bring the speed connections
out to an external potentiometer, such as one mounted in a rocker pedal. A
standard passive expression pedal, or mono volume pedal can be used for
controlling the speed. Wiring is as follows: TIP = Pot wiper, RING = Top of
pot, Sleeve = Bottom of pot (ground). The ideal value for the pot is 100K,
linear taper, however many other values and tapers will work fine with this
circuit. When the speed is controlled externally, the SPEED pot on CC2 acts
as a maximum speed control, limiting its fastest speed.
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3. PROVIBE OUT - Provibe output appears here. When using the effects in
their default order, use this jack to make the connection to your amp (or
other effects.)
4. PROVIBE IN - Input to the Provibe section. Unless something else is
patched in, the output of the FuzzFoot automatically flows to the input of the
Provibe, through this jack.
5. FUZZFOOT OUT - FuzzFoot output appears here. If nothing is patched to
this jack, the signal flows to the Provibe.
6. FUZZFOOT IN - Input to the FuzzFoot section. Unless something else is
patched in, the output of the Octave flows to the input of the FuzzFoot.
p. 4
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7. OCTAVE OUT - Octave output appears here. If nothing is patched to this
jack, the signal flows to the FuzzFoot.
8. OCTAVE INPUT - Input to Octave section. When using the effects in their
default order, use this jack to make the connection from your guitar (or other
effects).
9. PROVIBE VOLUME

(See Provibe section)

10. PROVIBE WIDTH

“

11. PROVIBE SPEED / ECS SWITCH

“

12. PROVIBE CHORUS / VIBRATO SWITCH

“

13. PROVIBE CENTER CONTROL

“

14. FUZZFOOT VOLUME

(See FuzzFoot section)

15. FUZZFOOT GRIT CONTROL

“

16. FUZZFOOT FUZZ

“

17. OCTAVE VOLUME
18. OCTAVE DRIVE
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(See Octave section)
“
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19. OCTAVE STATUS INDICATOR - This yellow LED lights up when the
Octave
section is switched on.
20. OCTAVE FOOT SWITCH - This push-on / push-off foot switch activates
the audio relay that does the true bypass switching for the Octave.
21. FUZZFOOT FOOT SWITCH - This push-on / push-off foot switch activates the audio relay that does the true bypass switching for the FuzzFoot.
22. FUZZFOOT STATUS INDICATOR - This green LED lights up when the
FuzzFoot section is switched on.
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23. PROVIBE FOOT SWITCH - This push-on / push-off foot switch activates
the audio relay that does the true bypass switching for the Provibe.
24. PROVIBE STATUS INDICATOR - This red LED lights up when the Provibe
section is switched on.
NOTE about the 1/4” jacks - The jacks on CC 2 are made by ReAnn. They
are extremely high quality stereo switching jacks with insulated bushings.
These jacks are commonly used by manufacture’s of professional mixing
consoles and out-board signal processors, and their proven track record of
high performance and reliability make them perfect for Captain Coconut 2.
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The OCTAVE section of Captain Coconut is based on the Tycobrahe Octavia,
which was produced in the early 1970s. The Tycobrahe Octavia was modeled after an early “Octavio” prototype that Hendrix used. The combination
of a fuzz circuit, an audio transformer and a pair of matched germanium
diodes results in an octave effect that is unlike any pitch shifter or octave
divider. By playing two notes at once, you can get some wild ring modulator
type sounds, and with the right settings and playing style, you can get a
sweet upper octave sound that jumps out on the higher notes.
The effect is very dynamic and can take some time to master. For the best results, use
your neck pickup and roll back the guitar’s volume control to around 80%. Turn the
DRIVE control all the way down.

Octave and Overdrive - If you use the Octave effect through a clean amp, you’ll
notice that it’s very bright and can be quite shrill sounding. In the right context, this
can sound great, but for the best sounds it’s good to add the warmth and character
of an overdriven tube amp. Try setting up some overdrive after the Octave, either with
an overdrive pedal or in your amp’s front end. Also, it helps to set your amp up for a
dark tone, not bright. With the right settings, the shrillness of the Octave effect gets
converted into a singing upper octave fuzz sound that is very smooth and can take on
a life of its own. Delay and reverb effects sound great with the Octave.
Octave and Fuzz - The Octave effect can get a little unruly when used with the
FuzzFoot, or any other fuzz. If you switch on the Octave and the FuzzFoot at the same
time in the default order (Octave>FuzzFoot), you may notice that it “sputters” a little
when you pick, no matter how you set the GRIT control on the Fuzz. Try turning the
volume on your guitar down a little and you’ll notice that it smoothes out beautifully.
If you patch the Octave effect so that it comes after the FuzzFoot (FuzzFoot>Octave),
you may notice that the sound thins out and drops in level when you pick notes.
Through a clean amp, this doesn’t sound so good, but when you add some overdrive
you will notice that the sound fattens back up and you get a great mix of upper
octave and the straight note you’re playing. Be careful about maxing out the DRIVE
and VOLUME controls, under certain conditions these effects (when used together)
can cause oscillation. Be careful when using high gain settings.
Controls
Drive: Go from flute-like octave tones to all-out hell fuzz. Sounds best all the way
down, unless you’re looking for some very aggressive fuzz sounds.
Volume: Unity gain is around 70%. There is plenty of available boost.
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The FuzzFoot section is based on the most famous fuzz of all, the Dallas
Arbiter FuzzFace. The FuzzFace has gone down in history as one of the most
erratic, but coolest sounding fuzz effects ever made. They all sounded slightly
different due to a number of variables including temperature, transistor gain
and quality, battery level and pickup output levels. FuzzFaces could sound
dull, bright, smooth, gritty, and sometimes so choppy that they were even
unusable. The FuzzFoot circuit addresses all of the common complaints
about the FuzzFace, while retaining the same basic transistor-based circuit.
The "Grit" knob controls the transistor bias, which is the key to getting the
coolest sounds. The "Drive" knob gives much better distortion control than the
original "Fuzz" knob found on the FuzzFace. The FuzzFoot can be adjusted to
work great with most wah wah pedals and is surprisingly easy to tame. The
input of the FuzzFoot likes to see a single coil guitar pickup. For the best
results, buffered, non-true bypass pedals are not recommended in front of
the FuzzFoot (or in your signal chain at all, for that matter).
There are several different ways to use the FuzzFoot. Here are some examples for getting some great sounds.
Bright, Kazoo--like Fuzz: If you set your amp up with a clean, bright tone, and turn the
FUZZ control all the way up, you’ll get that familiar “kazoo” type of fuzz sound. It’s a
sound with a lot of high end but not a ton of sustain. This sound is good for recording, but it can be a bit too extreme for live use because of the massive tonal contrast
when switching from clean to Fuzz.
Ovverdrivve Fuzz--boost: Set your amp up for a nice, slightly dark overdriven sound. A
tube amp or high quality overdrive pedal is recommended. Kick the FuzzFoot in with
FUZZ around 80%, and GRIT around the middle, or lower. Using the volume control
on your guitar, you can go from a semi-clean tone, to a nice, fat lead fuzz boost just
by turning the guitar’s volume knob. TIP: You’ll get the best results if your guitar uses
a LOG TAPER volume pot and your pickups are passive. This is the key to getting the
best, most organic sounds out of the FuzzFoot. By achieving a balance between your
amp’s natural overdrive and the distortion that the Fuzz adds, you can get that magic
tone that most electric blues players long for. There’s a definite chemistry between the
Fuzz and the amp, so take the time to experiment. This is the best setup for the
FuzzFoot and it sounds great when used at the same time as the Provibe.
Clean boost: If you already have enough overdrive in your setup and don’t need a
fuzz, you can use the FuzzFoot the same way you would use a clean boost pedal for
pushing your amp harder. By turning the FUZZ control down, there's plenty of gain
available and the signal is slightly compressed. Use the GRIT control to dial in just
enough sputter in order to add some classic character to your leads.
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FUZZ - The Fuzz control allows you to back off on the intensity of the fuzz.
This is useful when looking for special vintage sounds and when driving
more overdrive stages. This is also great if you want to dial in some wimpy
fuzz tones for effect. If you want the fuzz to clean up when you role back
your guitar’s volume knob, back off a little on the Fuzz control. You can dial
in a massive range of great sounds just by playing around with the GRIT
control, the FUZZ control, and your guitar’s volume and tone controls.
GRIT - One thing that makes FuzzFoot different from other similar fuzz boxes
is the GRIT control. This knob allows you to fine tune the attack, tone and
fuzz level. The control is subtle, but very effective. As a continuous control,
you can dial in the exact sound you want. Here are some examples of what
to expect as you try out different GRIT settings::
Counter clockwise: Dull loud tone. Sounds great when overdriving a
tube amp, or pushing an already overdriven amp over the top. This
is a very fat fuzz sound that can be heard on lots of old recordings
from the ‘60s and ‘70s.
Middle: Even tone with lots of fuzz and sustain. This is the most userfriendly of all the settings. The tone is very round, without sputter. If
you like to clean up your sound by turning down your guitar’s
volume knob, this is where the GRIT control should be - the 10:00 1:00 settings work the best.
Clockwise: Clipped, farty and burnt out. If you’re looking for some of
the nastier fuzz sounds, experiment with GRIT settings in the 2:00 to
5:00 (max) area. The sound gets very choppy while you pick and the
sustain trails off abruptly. This sound can be pretty ugly at times, but
it’s great for reproducing certain vintage tones that originally
occurred due to unmatched transistors or drained batteries. Extreme
GRIT settings sound great when your amp is turned up loud. Stand
near your amp and play around with the feedback.
VOLUME - The FuzzFoot is set up to have more than enough gain for those
who like it LOUD. Changes in the GRIT control have a direct effect on the
output level, so you may need to make some volume adjustments while dialing in your sound.
INPUT TRIM - The FuzzCard includes an on-board trim pot that adjusts the
amount of loading at the input stage. See the FuzzCard section for more
information about this.
p. 9
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FuzzCard
Looking back at the FuzzFace, it was actually several different fuzz effects
with one name. It was originally produced in the mid 1960s with germanium
PNP transistors. Then, in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s it was produced with
silicon NPN transistors. The frequency response, gain, and make up of the
transistors have a big effect on the way a FuzzFace sounds. The germanium
PNP version is known for its warm, round tone. The silicon NPN version is
known for its bright, aggressive tone with lots of gain and sustain. In addition, both versions sounded different from unit to unit. This is because the
transistors were not matched in any way, so there would be differences in
tone that could range from very subtle to extremely noticeable. Add to this
the fact that the Fuzzface circuit has been modified for many guitarists, producing even more sounds that could be categorized as “the FuzzFace”
sound. Every guitarist who’s into “Fuzz” has an idea of what the ideal fuzz
should sound and feel like. For this reason, and the reasons mentioned
above, it’s easy to realize that no single fuzz is going to please every player.
To address this, Captain Coconut 2 uses a modular approach to fuzz, the
FuzzCard.
The FuzzCard is a plug-in circuit board that contains all of the Fuzz circuitry.
This means that the fuzz circuit can be swapped by simply replacing the
FuzzCard. Foxrox Electronics is offering different versions of the classic
FuzzFace circuit so that everyone can have the fuzz that they prefer.
What follows is a list of the FuzzCards that are currently available for
Captain Coconut 2. Add this to the custom Foxrox modifications that make
up the FuzzFoot, and you have the most flexible fuzz system ever created.

Many flavors of FUZZ

Original Hybrid PNP

Original Hybrid PNPThis is the circuit that’s built into the original Captain Coconut. Unless otherwise specified, this is the default FuzzCard included with Captain Coconut 2.
It’s the ultimate version of the classic fuzz circuit. It’s not affected by temperature, has an unusually low noise level, and delivers a very focused, articulate
tone. The transistors are set up so that the first one is a medium/ low gain
PNP silicon, and the second one is a medium / high gain PNP germanium.
This delivers a wide range of sounds that venture into the territories of both
the warm, low-gain germanium, and the bright, high-gain silicon versions of
the classic Fuzz circuit. This version covers the most ground of all the different
FuzzCards.

p. 10
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Vintage Germanium PNP
This FuzzCard specializes in warmer, less aggressive “vintage” fuzz tones. The transistors are medium gain, new-old-stock germaniums which are custom matched for the
best sounds. This is the FuzzCard to choose if you’re looking for the sound of an
early FuzzFace, like the ones that Jimi Hendrix used in 1967/1968 on such recordings as “Monterey Pop” and the “Are you Experienced” album. Through a loud, distorted tube amp, this fuzz is capable of producing some great feedback and sustain
without getting too out of control. Since germanium transistors are inherently temperature sensitive, the sound of this FuzzCard can vary with changes in the weather, or
room temperature, as is the case with all germanium-based Fuzz Faces, or Fuzz Face
clones. The GRIT adjustment can be used to easily compensate for this. Also, the
range of the GRIT control can vary with changes in ambient temperature.

Vintage Germanium PNP

Hot Silicon NPN
This FuzzCard specializes in the hotter, brighter side of Fuzz. The transistors are high
gain silicons (BC109C, if available) which are hand picked and custom matched for
the best sounds. The sound is more high-endy than other versions, and there is no
shortage of gain and sustain. At high gain settings, this FuzzCard can get unruly,
breaking into oscillation and noise. Under certain conditions it can even pick up radio
broadcasts. It can also oscillate when fed by a wah wah pedal. While these might
seem like bad things, they are part of what it takes to recreate certain classic Hendrix
sounds, including many of the live recordings from 1969 / 1970 such as Woodstock,
Band of Gypsies and Isle of White. With the right settings, this fuzz can be tamed, but
the out-of-control aspect is what makes it unique. Silicon transistors are not affected
by temperature the way that germanium transistors are, so performance remains consistent no matter what weather mother nature throws at you.

Hot Silicon NPN

Hybrid NPN
This FuzzCard is the product of experimentation. A high gain silicon transistor is
matched up with a medium gain germanium. It is very similar to the Original Hybrid
PNP FuzzCard, however there is a slightly different voicing due to the NPN germanium transistor. This version of the Fuzz has pleased many hard-to-please players, and
is worth considering if you’re looking for something a little different.

Blank FuzzCard
The FuzzCard is also available without any parts installed, so that experimenters can
build a fuzz using their own recipe. For more on the FuzzCard and other options,
contact Foxrox Electronics.

Not pictured - Hybrid NPN and Blank FuzzCard
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Removing a FuzzCard
Disconnect power from the unit. Unscrew the eight screws that secure the base to the
top of the CC2 enclosure. Turn the unit over and refer to the photos. There’s a 4-40
nut securing the FuzzCard in place. Use a pair of needle nose pliers and turn it
counter-clockwise. Carefully rock the board back and fourth with your fingers, applying upward pressure. Lift the board up and away from the connector. Don’t use too
much force - the card can pop out and you’ll bend the pins.

The FuzzCard, with a 4-40
kep nut holding it down.

4

Turn counter-clockwise. Use nee dle-nose pliers, or your fingers.

5

Using your fingers, gently rock
the FuzzCard back and fourth.

6

Adjusting the trim pot - getting the best Wah Wah sounds
The FuzzFoot includes a 50K variable resistor at the input of the circuit. This is used to
increase the input impedance, which can smooth out the sound of the fuzz by lowering its intensity. A major benefit of this is better performance when fed by a wah wah
pedal. This is a very common Fuzz Face modification.
To make the setting with a wah wah pedal, dial in the sound you want on the FUZZ
and GRIT controls. Kick in the wah wah pedal. With your CC2 opened, and the wah
going, sample different settings on the trimmer. You will notice that it extends the low
end of the wah’s sweep. Dial in the sound you like. Be aware that adding resistance
at the input of the Fuzz has a couple of side effects:
1) You may notice an increased noise level, especially when your guitiar’s volume is
turned down all the way.
2) You may also notice that the fuzz looses some of its intensity with your guitar’s volume up all the way and the FUZZ control at its maximum setting.
Both of these things are unavoidable due to the nature of the circuit.

Keep rocking it, and apply
upward pressure.

Remove FuzzCard, being careful
not to bend the pins.

The FuzzCard is out.

For those who are serious about WAH:
If you like to have your wah wah pedal before your Fuzz, and you want to get the
widest sweep possible without turning the FuzzCard’s trimmer down, you should
check out the FOXROX WAH RETROFIT. This clever little circuit can be added to just
about any inductor-based wah wah pedal to restore the wah’s full sweep range when
driving low impedance effects, such as Fuzz Faces, or Fuzz Face clones. It also provides the ability to adjust the output volume of your wah pedal, enabling you to cut
back the level of a wah that’s too loud, or boost the level of a wha pedal that’s not
loud enough. Check it out at www.foxroxelectronics.com. It’s inexpensive, easy to
install, and very effective.

Adjusting the trim pot - use a flat blade screwdriver, or your fingers.
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The Provibe is based on the coolest phase shifter of all time, the classic UniVibe. The Uni-Vibe was introduced in the late 1960s and was made popular
by Jimi Hendrix and Robin Trower. It was originally meant to be a Leslie simulator, but its unique psychedelic phasing sound has given the Uni-Vibe its
own special place in the history of guitar effects, and it’s a sound that is similar, but very different from a real Leslie.
The Uni-Vibe was discontinued in the early 1970s, and aside from some custom-built rack units, the Provibe was the first effects box to bring back the
classic sound and circuitry of the elusive Uni-Vibe. The Foxrox Provibe was
first made available in 1992. Each one was custom built, and there were two
different versions before production ended in 1994.
For Captain Coconut, the Provibe received a facelift. The best sounding,
widest range photo cells were chosen, delivering a rich, 3-D sound that rivals
the best sounding Uni-Vibes. The modulation circuit was modified so that all
of the parameters are more extreme than what’s found on original UniVibes, or any of their “clones.” The fastest setting is faster, the slowest setting
is slower and the widest setting is wider (on the original Uni-Vibe the control
was called INTENSITY; on the Provibe, the same control is called WIDTH).
Also, the circuit is modified so that the sweep remains wide at the slower settings, instead of becoming narrow and stopping. An exclusive Provibe feature
was retained - the CENTER control. This control allows you to fine-tune the
sweep of the Vibe, making it possible to dial in a wider range of sounds
when compared to any of the original Uni-vibes. For Captain Coconut 2,
another exclusive Provibe feature was brought back, ECS - Envelope
Controlled Speed. This allows you to control the speed of the Vibe with the
dynamics of your playing.
The Provibe’s placement in your signal chain plays a big part in the way it
sounds. Any added treble boost, overdrive or fuzz before the Provibe will
accentuate the effect, while overdrive or fuzz after the Provibe will tend to
mask the effect. Refer to section 7, “Getting the best sounds”, for more information on getting the sounds you’re looking for.
With its lush tone, extended parameters, and exclusive features, the Provibe
stands far above all the other Uni-Vibe clones, and original Uni-Vibes as
well.

Captain Coconut 2 Owner’s Manual
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Foxrox Provibe Original version, produced in
1992. This was the very first stomp box to
recreate the sounds of the classic Uni-Vibe. It
includes a feature that is exclusive to the
Foxrox Provibe, the CENTER control.

Foxrox Provibe Second version, produced in
1993 and 1994. This was a smaller, more
compact version of the original Provibe. It
included two exclusive Foxrox features, the
CENTER control and ECS (Envelope Controlled
Speed).

Foxrox Electronics Captain Coconut, the
original version. The Provibe section is
sandwiched between the FuzzFoot and
Octave sections. It was produced between
August, 2000 and July, 2001. It includes
the exclusive Foxrox Provibe feature, the
CENTER control.

Foxrox Electronics Captain Coconut 2.
The Provibe section is on the left, positioned after the Octave and FuzzFoot in
the signal chain. For Captain Coconut
2, the ECS (Envelope Controlled Speed)
feature was brought back. ECS, along
with the CENTER control, continues the
Foxrox tradition of offering unique and
useful features for musicians who don’t
want to settle for second best.
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Controls
WIDTH - Controls the intensity for the vibe effect. This control is called
“INTENSITY” on the original Uni-Vibe. Turning it clockwise increases the
range of the sweep. At its minimum setting, the sweep stops. At this setting,
the CENTER control becomes a manual phasing control. At its maximum setting, the sweep turns into a sea-sick wobble that is more extreme than the
original Uni-Vibe. The best settings range from 10:00 to 3:00.
CENTER - Controls the center of the sweep. You can dial in the exact amount
of "off-center" wobble, which is something that makes this effect unique. On
the original Uni-Vibe this parameter was available only as a trim pot located
on the circuit board. This means that whatever setting it was left on would
determine how the vibe sounded. Of course, this setting varied from unit to
unit. One might sound bright, one might sound dark, and it was all due to
that darned internal adjustment.
On the Provibe, there is no internal adjustment. Instead, the adjustment is
brought out to the front panel so that it can be used to fine-tune the sound of
the vibe. Turn it counter-clockwise and the sweep swings towards the low
side, delivering a dark tone. Turn it clockwise and the sweep swings towards
the high side, producing a brighter tone. In between the high and low side,
there’s that watery phase shift that is the essence of the vibe. By playing with
the CENTER and WIDTH controls, you can fine-tune the sweep to deliver the
exact range, and high/low balance that you’re looking for.
As mentioned above, the CENTER control can also be used as a manual
phasing control. When the WIDTH control is turned all the way down, the
vibe stops spinning and it just sits in one part of the phase shift. Subtle
changes in the CENTER control can produce huge tonal changes. You can
experiment by setting up a clean sound and turning the WIDTH all the way
down. Now, set the CENTER control at around 10:00. Strum a chord, and
nudge the CENTER control clockwise ever so slightly. Strum a chord - keep
doing this and you’ll find a sweet spot where slight CENTER changes produce
incredible results. Try recording guitar tracks using the CENTER control this
way. There are a lot of great tones to be found - you should definitely take
the time to explore this feature.
VOLUME - Depending on how you set up the WIDTH and CENTER controls,
you may need to make slight volume adjustments. The Provibe offers more
available gain at its output than other similar units.
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SPEED - Aside from its obvious function, controlling speed, the SPEED control has a
few different modes.

SPEED CONTROL - Controls the speed of the sweep when the ECS /
SPEED switch is in the SPEED position, and there is nothing plugged
into the SPEED jacks.
MAXIMUM SPEED CONTROL - Limits the maximum speed when the
ECS / SPEED switch is in the SPEED position, and there is a speed
pedal plugged into the SPEED jack.
ECS SENSITIVITY - Controls the sensitivity of the ECS circuit when the
ECS / SPEED switch is in the ECS position. Refer to the section on
ECS for more information.
SPEED PEDAL JACK - The speed pedal jack allows you to hook up a remote
pedal, or potentiometer to control the speed. A passive expression pedal is recommended. Check with your dealer for recommended models. Also, a special cable is
required for hooking up a standard volume pedal. The cable needed is a Y cable
with a STEREO 1/4” TRS connector at one end which brakes out to two MONO 1/4”
TS plugs - one with its TIP going to the TIP of the Stereo connector, the other with its
TIP going to the RING of the Stereo connector. This type of cable is commonly used
for interfacing signal processors with channel inserts on mixing consoles, and is available at most music stores.
This circuit offers better performance when compared to other pedal-controlled vibe
effects. In addition, the SPEED control can be used to set the maximum speed that the
pedal will reach when pressed down all the way. If you hook up a speed pedal and
you notice that it won’t go fast, check the SPEED control and make sure it’s turned up.
Protection circuitry is used, making it almost possible to damage the speed control circuit by improperly wiring the speed control.
CHORUS / VIBRATO SWITCH - The Provibe has two basic modes, CHORUS
and VIBRATO. In CHORUS mode, the phase-shifted signal is mixed with the dry signal, resulting in the phasing sound that the Vibe is famous for. In Vibrato mode, only
the phase-shifted sound is sent to the output, without being mixed with the dry signal.
The result is a pitch vibrato with no phasing qualities. The Vibe effect is most famous
for the CHORUS sound. Vibrato mode is rarely used, however it is the only way to get
certain vintage sounds. When playing around with Vibrato mode, you can get the
best sounds by choosing a medium speed and a pretty low WIDTH setting. The CENTER control does very little in VIBRATO mode.
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ECS / SPEED SWITCH - This switch lets you select how you would like the speed
to be controlled. In the SPEED position, the speed is controlled by either the SPEED
control exclusively (when no speed pedal is plugged in), or by the SPEED control and
a speed pedal (when a speed pedal is plugged in). When using a speed pedal, the
SPEED control is used to select the maximum speed. When the ECS is selected, speed
control is handed over to the ECS circuit, which uses the dynamics of your playing to
control the speed.
ECS - Envelope Controlled Speed - This is a feature that is exclusive to the Foxrox
Provibe. The small version of the Provibe which was in production during 1993 and
1994 had this feature, and now it’s back in Captain Coconut 2. By allowing you to
control the speed with the dynamics of your playing, you can get very musical speed
variation without having to put your foot on a speed pedal, freeing it up for other
effects, such as a wah wah pedal. Also, ECS lets you express yourself in ways that you
never could with a speed pedal. Hit the strings hard and it spins fast, let them die
down and the spinning slows down. In order to accommodate different pickup output
levels, and different playing styles, the SPEED control is converted into an ECS sensitivity control.
ECS SENSITIVITY - This is also covered in the description of the SPEED control, but
here’s more information having to do with sensitivity adjustments and getting the best
sound from ECS:
The ECS circuit is intentionally set up to be very sensitive. The best settings for most
people are around 10% to 50%. As you turn the sensitivity up, you’ll notice that it’s
very easy to get fast speeds even when playing softly. You might wonder why it’s so
sensitive. The reason is because a lot of players rely on their guitar's volume control
for continuously changing levels while playing. By turning up the volume on your guitar, you can effectively make the vibe spin faster. The added sensitivity is also useful
for getting speed variations while playing single note runs, which do not create as
much voltage as full chords. Once you master the ECS feature, you’ll be getting some
of the most expressive vibe sounds possible.

ECS and FUZZ - The ECS circuit responds to the dynamics of the signal that’s fed
to the Provibe. This means that if you kick in the FuzzFoot, or any other level boosting
effect before the Provibe, it will affect your ECS setting by making it spin faster. To
avoid this, you can either not use ECS with level boosting effects, or patch the Provibe
before any level boosting effects. There are pros and cons to both arrangements, you
decide what you like best. Give yourself some time to get used to ECS - it will be well
worth it.
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GUITAR / AMP SETTINGS
The effects in Captain Coconut 2 are just part of a chemistry that happens between
your guitar, your effects, and your amp. Here are some tips for dialing in some of the
best sounds.

Avoid using effects that do not have “true bypass” - A lot of the cheaper, massproduction guitar effects (and some of the more expensive ones) don’t really bypass
your guitar’s signal when they’re not in use. Most of the small DOD/BOSS/IBANEZ/
DANO type effects use active switching. This means that your guitar’s signal is passing through circuitry even when the effect is bypassed. This results in added noise and
an altered tone. Also, since the FuzzFoot works best when it receives the direct output
of a guitar pickup, an effect with active switching placed between the guitar and the
FuzzFoot can kill the tone. It’s most noticeable when using the guitar’s volume knob
to get a clean tone. With active switching, this won’t work so well. Effects with passive,
non-true bypass switching will simply cut your guitar’s level and dull its high end. This
might not be noticeable with one effect, but when several are patched together, the
effects of loading become very noticeable. Captain Coconut uses audio relays for true
bypass switching. The foot switches carry no audio - their purpose is to activate/deactivate the relays. There’s a certain tone you get when you plug your guitar directly
into your amp. If you want to retain that tone when all of your effects are bypassed,
avoid non-true bypassed effects at all costs.
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Try patching the effects in different orders
Here are some ways to patch Captain Coconut 2. All you need is a couple of
1/4" patch cords to get any order you want. You can also patch other
processors in between the effects. Think of Captain Coconut 2 as three independent guitar effects that happen to be mounted next to each other, just
waiting for you to decide how to patch them up. In the meantime they're
already linked together so that you can use it without having to do any
patching. The default order, Octave>FuzzFoot>Provibe is just one of many
valid combinations. Most guitarists never settle for one set order of effects.
The possibilities are endless. If you’re looking to duplicate the order that Jimi
used, good luck... he experimented with different orders, just like you will. In
fact, there has been a lot of debate about what order he had his effects
patched in from show to show. The best thing to do is to try different orders
until you find the one that works for you. Here are some basic patches and
how to achieve them. The wah wah pedal is not required

Guitar/amp settings - Captain Coconut 2 is very versatile and will sound great with
a wide variety of guitars and amps, but if you’re looking for some of the more familiar “vintage” tones associate with CC2’s effects, there are some basic guidelines to
follow.

Patch #1:
Guitar>Wah>Octave>FuzzFoot>Provibe>Amp
This is the default setup. No extra patch cords are needed. The
Provibe adds its color to both the Fuzzfoot and the Octave. The
FuzzFoot gives the Octave more gain and sustain. This is a wellrounded set up that gives great results.

Guitar - There’s nothing like the single coil pickups of a Fender Stratocaster for creating some of the greatest rock & blues guitar sounds. This works especially well with
Captain Coconut 2. A Strat sounds heavenly when run through the Provibe in Chorus
mode. For Vibrato mode, try using the middle pickup for the best results. Also, the
“volume knob clean up” feature of the FuzzFoot works much better with single coil
pickups than it does with humbuckers. Active pickups can drive the inputs of all three
effects so hard that they distort - in a bad way.

Patch #2:
Guitar>Wah>FuzzFoot>Octave>Provibe>Amp
The Provibe adds its color to both the Fuzzfoot and the Octave.
The Octave takes on a new character by having the Fuzzfoot
before it. Two extra patch cord is needed.

AMP - While there are plenty of great sounding solid state amps available today,
you’ll still get the best results with a tried and true tube amp. Whether you’re into
Marshal’s, Fenders, or any of the awesome boutique amps out there, nothing can
beat the natural compression and distortion you get from an overdriven, loud tube
amp, especially when it’s fed by a Captain Coconut 2. For the best sounds, dial in a
slightly dark overdriven sound, so that you can go from a chunky rhythm sound, to a
fat lead tone without stepping on any pedals. Then, set up the FuzzFoot for just
enough added drive to push you over the top. Listen to how great the Octave and
Provibe effects sound. If you play through a clean, bright solid state amp, you may
find yourself disappointed with the sounds you get from CC2. Don’t do that!

Patch #3:
Guitar>Wah>Octave>Provibe>Fuzzfoot>Amp
This is how the original Captain Coconut is set up. The Octave
is boosted by the FuzzFoot. The Provibe's sound is subtle but
effective when patched before the FuzzFoot, and the FuzzFoot is
on. Two extra patch cords are required.
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GETTING THE BEST SOUNDS
CAPTAIN COCONUT 2 OPERATING TIPS
Captain Coconut 2 was designed with professional performing and recording guitarists in mind. The following tips are provided so that you can get the
most out of this unique vintage multi-effects device.
Volume swell - You can get some great volume swell effects by activating the
Octave and FuzzFoot, and then carefully tweaking their settings. By using the
Octave to super-overdrive the FuzzFoot, you can cause to the Fuzzfoot to
overcompensate. This cuts off the attack of the notes and fades in as the
notes sustain.
Manual phase - By activating the Provibe, selecting Chorus and turning the
Width control all the way down, you can use the Center control to manually
phase. This can yield some very interesting tones, useful for recording and
combining different guitar tracks.
Vintage tones - In a normal rock and roll guitar rig, the guitar amp is used to
add a final stage of overdrive. By tweaking the controls on the FuzzFoot and
selecting a weak, gritty sound with the boost and Grit controls, you can get
some great vintage tones. You can also do this by inserting a tube-type overdrive pedal after the FuzzFoot.
Guitar volume and tone knobs - The controls on your guitar can be used in
conjunction with Captain Coconut in order to get some great tones. For
example, try turning your guitar’s tone knob all the way down. With the
Octave, you will get a more pronounced upper octave effect, however the
high notes will sound weak. With the FuzzFoot, you will get a very fluid,
instantly-recognizable vintage tone. Also, try turning your guitar volume knob
down. When set properly, the FuzzFoot cleans up very nicely for rhythm passages. When it's time for your lead, turn your guitar volume knob up. This
will bring on the classic Fuzz tone, sustain and the right amount of level
increase.
Octave tones - For the best Octave tones, leave the Octave Drive control at
minimum. As you turn the Drive control up, the octave tone gets replaced by
more of a standard fuzz tone. At maximum drive, the Octave produces a
nasty saturated tone that can be useful in it's own right, but it doesn't contain
much of the upper octave. To get the maximum upper octave, keep the Drive
control down, select your guitar’s neck pickup and play on the upper strings
at around the 10th to 12th fret. You can also roll back your guitar’s tone
control and kick in the FuzzFoot for additional gain.
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Vibe tones - In order to get all of the classic Univibe tones that you've
heard on recordings by Hendrix and Trower, you will need to tweak
the Provibe's Width and Center controls. One big reason for this is
because the Univibe included an internal bias adjustment that played
a big part in the sound of the unit. The Provibe offers this adjustment
on the front panel via the Center control.
Signal flow - By using the individual Input and Output jacks, you can
treat the Octave, Provibe and FuzzFoot as separate, individual units.
With two standard ¼" patch cables, you can change the order of
effects and insert other effects. This is very useful if you want to reproduce all of Hendrix's live tones, since he didn't settle on one order of
effects.
Guitar tones in general - Keep in mind that the vintage tones you hear
on recordings are the result of several different variables. They
include: Player, guitar, guitar pickups, guitar cables, pedals, amps,
mics, mic placement, console input channels, console eq, tape, and
on and on.
!!!CAPTAIN COCONUT 2 WARNING!!!
This device delivers some serious fuzz, phasing and octave sounds. It's very tempting
to over-use it, to turn everything on and wail endlessly. Here's some good advice: be
subtle in your use of effects. If you kick in the FuzzFoot, Provibe and Octave every
time you do a lead, you will quickly annoy your listeners - and create a lot of noise. If
you go back and listen to recordings of Hendrix and Trower, you'll rarely find them
using all these effects simultaneously or even continuously through songs. It's really
true that the less you use an effect, the more effective it is. A couple of licks here and
there say it all. Keep in mind that the Octave and FuzzFoot are high gain effects and
are capable of creating a huge amount of noise, especially when used with a wah
wah pedal and a guitar with single pickups. Take all that, and add in the swishing of
the Provibe, and you've got the noise generator from hell. If that's the sound you're
looking for, Enjoy!
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